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Return Address:
Nathaniel Guerrero
6433 Reflection Drive #102
San Diego, CA 92124

June 2010
The next MRCF Meeting will be on TUESDAY, 8 June 2010
Location: American Legion Hall 7815 Armour St.
Corner of Armour and Convoy St.
Board Meeting at 6:30 PM – Gen. Meeting at 7:00 PM
NEW LOCATION: American Legion Hall at 7815 Armour Street.
Hwy 163 TO BALBOA AVENUE, WEST TO CONVOY STREET, LEFT ON CONVOY TO
ARMOUR ST., TURN LEFT ONTO ARMOUR AND RIGHT INTO AMERICAN LEGION.
ADDITIONAL PARKING IS ACROSS THE STREET AT CARQUEST.
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Don Madison
Field Marshal:
Mark Lukens
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Derek Post
Don Robinson
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Vice President:
Curtis Kitteringham
(760) 746-5913
Treasurer:
Ron Stark
(858) 530-0586
Helicopter Chairman:
Darren Hauptman
(619) 948-1948
Membership Chairman:
Tom Mulder
(619) 804-8596
membership@miramarrcflyers.com
Club Webmaster: Darren Hauptman
Darren@miramarrcflyers.com
www.miramarrcflyers.com

CLUB FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS
Any club member who wishes to have some assistance should call one of our designated instructors.
There is no duty instructor at the field, so you must prearrange a time with someone on this list.
Name
Richard Barndt
Frank Gagliardi
Curtis Kitteringham
Barry Mattingly
Jerry Neuberger
Ron Stark
Roy Rapheal
Darren Hauptman

Number
(858) 213-5740
(858) 271-4430
(760) 746-5913
(760) 753-1318
(619) 258-4477
(858) 530-0586
(858) 538-5485
(619) 948-1948

The IMAC is nearing! Please see Curtis to help with the
event! The club’s help makes the event always a lot better
for everyone.

From the Left Seat:
Our membership has grown considerably the last couple of years with lots of new people showing up at the field.
I’ve gotten several questions lately about our Civilian Member policy and new member check-out procedures, so
it’s time to cover those again.
Being a member of a Military based flying club is not the same as being a member of a non-installation based
flying club. Military bases are Federal property and require a level of security consciousness and awareness that
most people who’ve not served in the military do not understand, nor appreciate. Being a Civilian member of
MRCF is a privilege, not a right. We’re very selective about who we bring into the club as Civilian members and
only want those who understand the unique responsibility of having access to the military reservation and have
proven to be an asset to the club. There are Civilian applicants who have had applications in for five years who will
never be members of MRCF because they have shown no willingness to assume the responsibility of access to the
base or to be an asset to the club. There are Civilian applicants who will be brought in after only a short wait
because they've proven their willingness to contribute of their time and resources to make MRCF the best possible
flying site in San Diego.
We understand that we are being very selective and cannot bring in every "worthy" Civilian that applies and are
only inviting the “cream of the crop”. Most clubs have very restrictive guest policies and a guest must either join
the club or stop coming after a few visits as a guest, we continue to have a very liberal guest policy to allow us to
share the best flying site in San Diego with our friends, even though they may never be invited to be members.
Now, about getting that yellow sticker. Every Student who solo’s and every new member, regardless of
membership status, needs to be checked out by 2 instructors or Club Officers before Tom will give him the yellow
“good to go” sticker for his club card. Only Club Officers and Instructors can “sign off” on getting the yellow
sticker.
See ya at the field.
Jerry

From the Right Seat:
I would like to start off with a Thank You for the members and guests that were able to help out at the club cleanup
day. We made short work of it, I lost count on how many hands we had but all were welcome.
Now for a reminder about the locks, if you open a lock MAKE SURE YOU ROTATE ALL of the NUMBERS no
MATTER what. That means even if someone else is going to close that lock, this is at the top of the list of things
that YOU WILL DO at ALL TIMES (yes I have found the locks not fully rotated).
I am still looking for help with the kids on July 31st, one item that I need is laptops with flight programs and as
always members to help. We have a model display on the 12th of June on base, an IMAC event on the 26th on June
with the Heli Fun Fly on the 10th and 11th of July as always we need as many hands as possible to help out.
The weather is coming around the field is looking great and who can not be PROUD of this Club my hat is off to all
that help make this the best club it can be at all times. Hope all did have a great Memorial Day weekend and we
will see you at the club meeting, where you can buy some raffle tickets for the kits that have been donated. This
raffle is to help pay for the new charging station that Thanks to Darren and Richard have completed for your use.
As Always I Thank all of You for your hard work
Curtis

Safety Coordinators:
Thanks to my friend, Todd Melton, for allowing me to share this interesting article!
Scenario: Let’s run a little scenario to see how the average person’s reaction time would do versus a speeding, out
of control plane. Let’s say your plane is doing 70 miles per hour. You are flying fast, low, passes just on the other
side of the runway when a failure occurs, causing loss of control. The plane swerves directly at you. Will you have
time to move out of harms way before you are struck by the plane?
The failure happens and you would immediately identify it as a threat. You drop your radio and fall to the ground
to dodge the plane. How long would that take to accomplish and how far would the plane travel during the time it
takes you to fall to the ground?
Evasion Time: Perception of the threat would take some amount of time. Let’s say you were aware of the expected
direction of travel for your plane. When the failure happens you use the smallest amount of time possible to
perceive it as a threat. For this scenario we will use .150 seconds to realize the plane is out of control and heading
for you.
Would you then use precious time to regain control? OK, maybe that’s not fair but most of us would try to regain
control of the plane and never make a move to get out of the way of the plane until the very last second. I will give
you the benefit of the doubt and keep the perception of threat at .150 seconds.
In a test where over 2.5 million people were tested, the average mental reaction time was .215 seconds. I would be
willing to say that the average reaction time of most of our club members is probably a little slower.
If you are young and agile, don’t care about damaging your transmitter, are not concerned about scraping the skin
off your knee falling to the ground, and are willing to risk the embarrassment of falling to the ground in front of all
your RC buddies, we can assume that the actual act of getting to the ground would take about .250 seconds.
Summary:
Threat perception: .150
Reaction time: .215
Physical avoidance: .250
Total time to evade the plane: .615 seconds
A plane traveling at 70 miles an hour would travel at 102 feet per second.
70 mph x 1.46666667 = 102 feet per second x .615 seconds =62 feet
Answer: Even if you are abiding by the club rules and flying well on the other side of the runway, you won’t have
time to get out of the way if something goes wrong.
Keep it safe and give yourself a few seconds to react if something goes wrong.
Regards,
Don

Field Marshal:
No comments for this month.

Helicopter Chairman:
For those who didn’t make it to the last club meeting, I took a moment to address the membership concerning the
growing number of helicopter pilots in the club. Its no easy task to have a club where helicopters and airplanes can
coexist in the same sky successfully. That’s why a lot of AMA clubs restrict such flying and that is the major cause
of the divide between “Airplane Guys” and “Heli Guys”. Miramar is different. We make it work, but it doesn’t
come easy. It takes communication and most importantly, mutual respect. Just because you don’t fly a particular
model type doesn’t mean you should dislike those who do. After all we all share the love of model aviation. As
long as we talk, announce our intentions we can coexist safely and have fun doing so. We have already proved this
is possible. With that said I just want to cover a few heli specific rules and address some misconceptions of what
heli’s are and are not allowed to do at the field.
Heli pilots primarily fly from station 5 and 5b, which is the station next to the heli pad. If more then one heli is
airborne stations 1-4 can be used but the further down we get the harder it is to land on the pad so you usually
won’t see us down on 1 and 2.
With multiple heli’s airborne you may see us operating 2 heli’s off the pad. This takes close coordination between
the heli pilots and some skill. When the pad is unavailable to land you may see a heli use the runway as a secondary
place for landing. We will do our best to minimize the amount of time spent on the runway.
No Engine starts under the canopy. Just like the airplane pit, heli’s cannot start engines in the heli pit area. A start
table is available behind the jet blast fence or you can do your engine start out on the pad.
Airborne heli’s, please do not over fly any models on the runway.
Practice autorotations are a maneuver we practice in case we have an engine flameout. Almost like a dead-stick for
a plane only our ability to glide is a bit different. This maneuver is practiced a few times each flight and we usually
do it to the runway as an autorotation to the pad takes a lot of skill. We will call out “AUTO” so you know this is
what we are doing.
Aerobatic flight will only take place north of the centerline. I cleared out the area north of the runway in front of the
pits to help push the 3D flight further north. Plane guys are also free to use this area for hovering or low harrier
work. Remember aerobatic flight is flight wear the aircraft is going through multiple orientations from inverted and
back. Normal orientation hovering is not aerobatic so you may see the heli come south of the centerline during this
“Normal” flying usually to slide in for a landing.
COMUNICATION, COMUNICATION, COMUNICATION. This is the only we are going to remain successful.
If you need to make a takeoff, landing or low pass just call it out. The heli’s will clear your airspace to
accommodate. Also if something caught your attention, please ask the heli guys about it. We want to share the sky
with you and above all we don’t want you to be intimidated by our flying. Remember 99% of the heli guys in this
club also fly planes so we are all on the same team.
Hope this helps.
Fly Safe,
Darren

Membership Chairman:
No comments for this month.
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Miramar Radio Control Flyers
Minutes of the Meeting

Held at the American
Legion Hall

President called the meeting to order at 1903 hrs.
The pledge of allegiance was recited by the membership.
New members at the meeting: Eric Sacco, Dave Chotnier, Greg Carter.
The Treasurer’s report was presented and accepted by the membership. The membership made a motion
to accept the report. Motion was made and seconded. The report was accepted by the membership.
The Secretary’s report was presented and accepted by the membership. The membership made a motion
to accept the report. Motion was made and seconded. The report was accepted by the membership.
Note to all members: The MCAS Miramar Tower and Provost Marshal’s Office (PMO) must always be
contacted whether your intend to fly or not. They want to know who is at the field in case there is an
emergency of any kind.
Membership Chairman – The club is now at 113 members.
Field Maintenance – Weeds have been mowed but recent rains have caused more growth. Members who
have any available time would be welcome on weekdays or weekends. Help is needed in cleaning some
areas of rock and preparing the field for the upcoming events like the IMAC in June and the Heli Event in
July.
Helicopters – Darren is still planning for his first helicopter event as Contest Director. Last year’s Rotors
Over Miramar was a huge success and this year they have been able to advertise across the nation. The
event is scheduled for July 10th and 11th at the field.
OLD BUSINESS
The Spring Fling is scheduled May 14th through the 16th. Frank Gagliardi asked for volunteers to help out
in the event.
May 27th is the Weedwackers Scale Fly-In at their Lakeside field. Registration is $15 for pilots, catered
lunch and a big raffle.
The first Open Cockpit Day at the Flying Leatherneck Museum is on June 12th, and members should bring
planes at 9AM.
Curtis reminded members of the event Flights of Fancy on July 31st at the field to entertain young people
in RC activities and hands-on flying with trainers. He also needs at least 3 laptop computers with flight
simulator programs at the field for instruction purposes.
NEW BUSINESS
A turbine model recently crashed at the field and all field procedures were successfully completed to
prevent excessive fire damage. Our President Jerry should always be notified of ALL serious problems at

the field as soon as possible. Damage to the runway from the Fire Truck driving on the runway will be
corrected with some roller maintenance and infill.
Frank Gagliardi announced to the membership that on June 4th through the 6th is “Wings Over Gillespie”
with both flying demonstration and static displays.
Pilots are reminded to remove their models form the starting tables when not actively preparing to fly.
This will allow other members waiting to fly to use the tables for model preparation and starting.
SHOW AND TELL
Chris Madsen showed his foam profile Heinkel electric twin engine plane. It had a wingspan of 48 inches
and uses a 1000 Mah battery for powering both motors. The plane was finished in the typical warbird
paint scheme.
EVENT SCHEDULE
TO ALL MEMBERS: Darren has set up a calendar on the website to schedule the events. Please go to
www.miramarrcflyers.com and click on the EVENTS tab at the top of the page. If you have any
suggestions, please contact Darren at Darren@miramarrcflyers.com.
June 12 – Flying Leatherneck Museum Display
June 26th - 27 IMAC event
July 10th - 11th Heli event
July 24 – Flying Leatherneck Museum Display
September 4 – Flying Leatherneck Museum Display
October 9th - Club Day
November 13th - Veterans Day Flyin
December 4th - Toy for Tots flyin
December 14th - Christmas Dinner

Meeting adjourned at 2015 hrs.

Miramar R/C Flyers
Hosts The Second Annual

Heli Pilots are invited
for two days of fun, friends
and awesome flying
$30 pilot registration fee
includes a T-shirt
Spectators are free
-AMA membership required to fly
-Flying from 8am to 5pm
-Free parking on site
-Food available for purchase
-Scale/sport/3D/electric/
turbine helicopters

all welcome
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July
10th and 11th
Contests to be announced at the event

Visit www.miramarrcflyers.com for more details

Field Location:
East side of MCAS Miramar
Take I-15 north or south, exit at the Miramar road/Pamarado road exit heading east. Go approx 500 yards.
Make a right at the Navy/Marine Corp. Reserve Center Sign. Entry to the field will be at the end of the road.

SCALE RIBSTITCHING ON MODELS
Ron Peterka
The earliest aircraft were designed with highly under cambered bird‐like airfoils and
the established way to maintain that airfoil was to ‘sew’ the fabric to every rib every few
inches. Long needles were used to puncture the surface of the Irish linen covering and
pull waxed thread through the wing, around the rib and back to the starting point where a
special knot was tied before moving on to the next ‘stitch’.
When aircraft construction and repair was codified, or certified, comprehensive rules
for rib stitching were laid out that are still used on modern aircraft with fabric covering.
Why do we care? Well, the rib stitching can be very visible and any meticulous builder
will be concerned with replicating visible details to impress judges, or casual observers.
The obvious work involved shows a serious effort has been made to present a really well
done scale model.
Rib stitching is most effective on larger scale models because on models in the 1:6
scale and smaller the stitches and ‘pinked’ (serrated) edges of the reinforcing tape are too
small to be seen at a reasonable viewing distance of, say, 10 feet. That would be like
viewing the full‐scale aircraft at 60 feet and small detail just can’t be seen. A 1:3 scale
model would be the equivalent to seeing the full scale from only 30 feet so small detail
might be obvious.
We don’t need to sew our covering on because model coverings are held on by heat
activated adhesive combined with colors in Monokote type covering, or the finishing
material used on the fabric covering. Even under cambered airfoils can be attached safely
in this way.
There are three components needed to apply scale rib stitching to a model wing or tail
surface. On a full scale aircraft fabric ‘tapes’ are applied to each wing rib, the covering is
slipped over the surface, attached at the edges and shrunk to a smooth surface. Then
more reinforcing tape is applied over the covering at each rib and the stitching is done in
a prescribed spacing using a prescribed method. A coat or two of ‘dope’ (paint) would
then be applied to partially seal the covering.
Aircraft mechanics would follow the manufacturers spacing for the stitching, or would
look in the FAA Advisory Circular AC 43.13‐1 titled Approved Aircraft Maintenance
practices for an approved spacing. In the aircraft’s slip stream the spacing would be no
more than 2” apart with all other spacing dependant upon the aircrafts maximum
approved airspeed.
There are a number of ways to simulate the stitching, including white glue stitches or
bits of thread glued down on the simulated tape which can be cut from paper or plastic for
ease of application.
Only the surface tape over each rib, the stitching, and the reinforcing ‘pinked’ tape
overall is needed for models. Two inch wide pinked tape is normal on wing ribs with
three inch or four inch tape reinforcing trailing edges and tips. For a 1:5 scale model two‐
inch wide tape would be 0.4” wide and 1:4 scale would be 0.5” wide.

Modern pinked tapes have six to eight ‘pinks’ per inch while WWI tapes were usually
just ‘frayed’ along the edge to keep edges under control. In‐between years used simple
straight cut edges to further confuse the issue. For smaller scale edges just use straight
cut tapes. At 1:4 scale six pinks per inch would scale at 24 pinks per inch. Too small to be
practical, but fifteen to sixteen pinks seem to look ‘right’ on a model to the untrained eye.
Hand operated pinking shears were first patented in 1893 to provide a fray resistant
zigzag edge to cloth but not used for aviation until approximately the 1930’s, A later
patent was issued to the Wiss Cutlery company but I do not know the difference between
the two designs. There is a modern paper cutting pinking scissors but that tool does not
work well on fabric at all.
I know of three sources for model‐sized tapes. For years modelers have used paper
curling tape designed to help women curl their hair. It is inexpensive but has a rough
‘furry’ texture that requires some effort to fill with paint.
F & M Stits Enterprises offers real polyester cloth pinked tape in several widths and it
matches the cloth type model coverings very well. The 0.5” width tape can be pulled
across a hot Monokote iron so it shrinks to 0.4” for 1:5 scale models. The web site for Stits
is www.stits.com and materials can be ordered on‐line along with paints and instructions.
A newer source is Pink‐It at www.poink‐it.com where they offer 0.4” wide 180 ft rolls
of tape in six foot lengths for $56.00. The site is informative.
In the end, pinked tapes on models are almost always not in scale, but, they do add a
degree of realism to a model of the older aircraft designs. Oh, by the way, many WWII
military aircraft used fabric covered control surfaces to keep the surface lightweight and
flutter resistant
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